Storyboard Exercise:
What words will I use in my story?

Title page of toy and movable book: “Who Lays Eggs?”

******************************************************************************

Page 1) Different sized eggs
...Using a:

Eggs Pop-Ups Page
Page 2) Birds and eggs

Using a:

Bird Pop-Up Page
Page 3) Bugs and eggs

...Using a:

3D

Bug Pop-Up Page
Page 4) Crocodiles and eggs. . .Using a: Crocodile Pop-Up Page
Page 5) and 6) Crocodile in cage. . .Using a:

5) Crocodile Pop-Up and 6) Cage Pop-Up Pages
Page 7) Snakes and eggs

Using a:

Snake Pop-Up Page
Page 8) Fast snake

. . . Using an:

Snake Accordion Book
Page:
Long or big pages, to show extra size
Page 9) An egg for me

...Using 2 types of pages:

**Egg Flap or Door Page:**
Open the flap, and find a hidden treasure, and

**Egg Shape and Feel Page:**
Pages are shaped, or feel, like real objects
Optional Pages:
Page 10) Review page. . .
Using 2 types of pages:

Hole Page:
A hole shows a secret behind it, and

Wheel Page:
Turn the wheel and see what happens
Page 11) Crocodile out of a cage. . .Using a:

Pull-Tab Page:
Pull a tab to move an object
Page 12) Chicken and egg

...Using a:

Eye Tricks Page:
Helps us see objects in a different way